
RoomScape®

Residence Hall Furniture
adaptable | student-preferred | durable



Typical  Conf igurat ions. RoomScape
Adaptable. Durable. Attractive.
RoomScape is the solution for
student-preferred living areas.

Reconfigurable
Simple. Quick. Safe. RoomScape can
be assembled without tools. A
minimum number of hang-on or
stackable components makes it easy
for students to arrange their rooms to
suit their needs. Free up floor space
with lofted beds, bedside shelves,
drop-leaf worksurfaces, stack-on
wardrobes and ladder frames.

Personal
Adapt limited space to individual
preferences with height adjustability
and a variety of options. Components
and beds adjust to accommodate
varying body types or wheelchairs.
Mobile storage pedestals with
cushions pull out for additional seating
or stow away when not in use.

Durable, Attractive, and
Responsible.
RoomScape is the smart choice with
heavy-duty construction, color
flexibility and a small environmental
footprint. Steel and laminate design
provides better structural integrity.
Powder coat paint finishes and wood
grain laminates cater to design
sensibilities. Recyclable materials and
no off-gassing make it eco-friendly.

Bunk bed with drop-leaf surfaces, three-
drawer dressers, hang-on flipper door units,
mobile pedestal, hang-on tackboards and
hang-on personal shelf.

Bunk bed with hang-on worksurfaces, three-
drawer dressers, hang-on shelf units, mobile
pedestal, and ladder.

Bunk bed with hang-on worksurface, hang-on
flipper door unit, mobile pedestals, and
personal shelf.

Loft bed with hang-on megasurface, three-
drawer dresser, hang-on shelf unit and
tackboard.

Loft bed with hang-on worksurface, full and
stack-on wardrobes, hang-on flipper door
unit, hang-on two-drawer unit, mobile
pedestal and tackboard.

Single beds with hang-on worksurfaces,
three-drawer dressers, hang-on shelf units
and mobile pedestals.
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